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Star Trek

Ability Uses
 Abilities cover a wide variety of uses, but not all uses are 
intuitive.  What follows are common Starfleet-oriented actions. 
Physical

Agility:  Acrobatics, dodging, personal ranged attacks, or small craft 
piloting (like a shuttle).

Endurance:  Resisting disease, the environment, fatigue, or a toxin.
Perception:  Examining, or searching something.  Some uses of a tricorder.
Strength:  Melee combat (armed or unarmed), bashing down a door.
Mental

Craft:  Hacking a computer system, some uses of an engineering tricorder.
Knowledge:  Alien culture, language, or world knowledge.  Diagnosing a 
catalogued disease or illness.  Some uses of a tricorder or PADD.  
Reasoning:  Understanding an anomalous sensor or medical reading.  Firing 
vehicle-mounted weaponry.  Piloting a large craft (most starships).  Some uses of 
a tricorder.
Willpower:  Resisting mental probes.  Maintaining focus over long periods.
Social

Deception:  Falsifying documents and information.
Empathy:  Determining goals and intentions.  Ascertaining truth.
Persuasion:  Inspiring, guiding by diplomacy, negotiating a treaty.
Resources:  Requisitioning restricted material or information.
Starship Actions
 Performing actions involving a starship get a little more complicated 
than personal actions, if only because there are modifiers applied by the capabili-
ties of the vessel.  In every listing, the dice, as well as modifiers from Advantages 
and Aspects, are applied to the Abilities listed.  Crew covers most NPC Abilities.
Maintain Engines at High Speed:  Keeping the engines running during emer-
gency warp speeds is Craft + Speed.
Piloting:  Whether maneuvering through an asteroid field, performing evasive 
maneuvers, or trying to establish a better firing solution, piloting is either Agility 
(for small craft, like shuttles) or Reasoning (for large craft) + Maneuverability.
Programming:  Altering or inserting programs into a starship’s computer is 
Craft + Systems.
Pushing Impulse or Warp Speed:  Matching, or exceeding, another vessel’s 
speed in a chase is Agility (small craft) or Reasoning (large craft) + Speed.
Sensor Operations:  Utilizing starship sensors calls for Reasoning + Sensors.
Shield Repair:  Restoring a starship’s shields uses Reasoning.
Structural Repair:  Fixing physical damage to a starship uses Craft.
System Operation:  Using the ship’s computer to access Starfleet’s vast 
database is Knowledge + Systems.  Using the ship’s computer to hack an oppos-
ing starship’s operating computer is Craft + Systems.
Weapon Operation:  Firing a weapon is Reasoning + Weapons.
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Merit Advantage Increases
 Certain Advantages can be increased beyond the numbers 
given by their initially provided levels.  The general rule of thumb is that 
no Advantage should ever provide more than one additional point of 
modification.  The Advantages that can be increased (for the same 
Merit cost of buying it in the first place) are: 

Expert Advantages (1 Merit to increase)
Doctorate:  To increase Declaration bonus to +2. 
Engineer:  To increase Declaration bonus to +2.
Hard Style:  To increase unarmed Weapon Rating to 2.
Linguist:  To increase language comprehension to +2.
Long Shot:  To increase ranged attack ranges to +2 zones.
Soft Style:  To increase Agility defense against close combat attacks to +2.
Weapon Specialist:  To increase attack rolls with a specific weapon to +2.
Heroic Advantages (2 Merits to increase)
Assassin Strike:  To increase damage to +4 on an ambushing attack.
Crippling Blow:  To increase close combat damage to +4.
Iron Will:  To increase composure Stress track by +4 boxes total.
Miracle Worker:  To increase Craft bonus to +4.
Razor Tongue:  To increase Persuasion bonus to +4.
Tough:  To increase physical Stress track by +4 boxes total.
Weapon Expertise:  To increase attack rolls with a general weapon type to +2.


